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• What is your need?
- APA, MLA, Chicago, or Others
• Who are your users?
- Dual Enrollment Students
- Undergraduate Students
- Graduate Students
Lesson: Seek out diversity of people, skills, and 
content (not just library content).
COLLABORATION
• Production Problems and Progress
• Quiz Design - Underlying Technology
• When Technology Meets the Gradebook




- Adobe Creat ive Suite 6 ,  fol lowed by Adobe Creat ive Cloud 
(After Effects, Audit ion, Premiere Pro)
• Scripts and Storyboards
• Asset Management
• Inevitable Edits
Lesson: Be prepared and keep your assets safe!
PRODUCTION PROBLEMS AND PROGRESS
Initial Design – LILT and Plagiarism
• Watch video, then take quiz
• Hosted on l ibrary web server
• PHP programming language, MySQL database
Interactive Design – APA 6th and 7th Ed.
• Watch video, video pauses, quest ions pop up
• PHP (server),  Javascript (c l ient),  MySQL database
• YouTube Player API
Lesson: Know your user; meet their needs!
QUIZ DESIGN - UNDERLYING TECHNOLOGY
• Tutorials on the library website, not in
university’s learning management system
• Grades needed to be sent to instructors
• “Reports” were our solution, with a login for       
instructors
• This worked for several years, until...
WHEN TECHNOLOGY MEETS THE GRADEBOOK 
• Domain consolidation
• More than one instructor per course
• Rise in popularity led to students 
taking the tutorials multiple times, so instructors 
said "once per semester" was sufficient
Lesson: Beware of changes at your institution, and 
be prepared to make changes to accommodate 
them.
WHEN TECHNOLOGY MEETS THE GRADEBOOK 
(CONT'D)
• Ads and auto-play videos
• In order to handle the quiz questions in the APA 
video, user control of the video was blocked
• All major browsers actively block videos that play 
automatically
• Our video no longer auto-plays, and therefore no 
longer works!
BATTLE WITH THE BROWSERS
• User must start the video somehow
• We accomplished with Javascript
Lesson: Know your environment and monitor it for 
changes that might affect you.
BATTLE WITH THE BROWSERS (CONT'D)
• Every piece of software can be vulnerable
• Our web server was compromised by a piece of 
malware
• The malware was blocked by our information 
security software/team, but we needed to trace 
the source to prevent reinfection
• Our tutorials were a potential vector
SECURITY
• The tutorials sent an email every time an error 
occurred in the quizzes
• They also stored the errors in the database
• This was good early troubleshooting, but had 
become redundant
• The software that sent emails was 3rd party, 
open-source software, but couldn't be confirmed 
100% safe, so we removed it
Lesson: Don't forget security!  Do as much as 
possible to reduce your threat profile.
SECURITY (CONT'D)





"Use a method less likely to cause problems!"
• Splitting our videos into smaller segments
- eliminate levels of complexity
- release control to user / student
- improve student cognition
QUIZ METHODS
• Integrating videos into media management 
software (YuJa)
- coding
- reduce number of interacting systems
- integrate with LMS (access, grades, time)
QUIZ METHODS (CONT'D)
"Choose your own adventure!"
• One large tutorial made of several parts
- expand on current content
- create personalized user experience
- reach a broader audience
MODULAR VIDEOS
MODULAR VIDEOS
"Divide the task, multiply the success!"
• Video Production Team
• College of Arts & Letters
- Writing Center
- Art + Design
• College of STEM
CONTINUING COLLABORATION
Gina: garberg@apsu.edu
Scott: shumates@apsu.edu
Christina: chester-fangmanc@apsu.edu
QUESTIONS?
